
What is Separation Anxiety?
Separation anxiety occurs when the child 
becomes worried, anxious or fearful about
leaving you.  

Who can have separation anxiety?
Any child can have separation anxiety.  It is a normal part of
development and happens when a child is leaving their ‘safe’ person,
who the child loves and trusts, and going to a new or different
environment.  It can happen because children do not have the same
understanding of time as adults and they can be unsure about when or if
you will return.

What does it look like?
It can look different in different
children, but can include
behaviour such as:
• Reluctance or refusal to go to
school
• Excessive crying, clinging and
tantrums at the school gate
which cannot be easily settled
• Nightmares, bedwetting or
disrupted sleep
• Physical symptoms linked to
anxiety such as tummy ache or
headaches

A Parent's Guide to

Separation Anxiety



Have a goodbye ritual and leave
quickly after this.  This could include
a hug / kiss / fist bump and a quick
goodbye means that the separation is
not prolonged. ‘Sneaking away’ can
make anxious feelings worse in
children.

How can I help?

Have a predictable morning
routine to develop feelings of
safety.  Talk about the day on
the way to school – what to
expect, what they might be
doing, things to look forward
to.

Give your child a reminder about
when you will see each other
again.  This focuses on the reunion
(the “Hello”), not the goodbye.

As a parent, act calm,
confident and positive when
taking your child to school.  If
you feel anxious, your child will
pick up on these feelings.

At pick-up time, talk to your child
about the fun stuff they did that
day in school and talk about what
they have to look forward to the
following day to generate
positive feelings about school.

Develop a positive relationship
with the teacher, finding common
interest and sharing your child’s
strengths and interests.  This can
help your child to transition to
someone you feel connected to.



What strategies 
might help?

A ‘Hug Button’ – draw a heart shape
by thumb pad on palm of hand.  Your
child presses this to ‘charge’ it and it
can ‘send hugs’ to you if pressed.  The
pushing motion also gives the hand a
little massage, which can be relaxing.

A Love Pebble – draw a heart on a
pebble, with a small message on the
other side, such as “Mummy loves
you”.  This can be small enough to fit
in your child’s hand and squeezed
(good for releasing worry feelings).

A photo keyring – this could be of your
face or a special memory shared
together.  This can be good for
reinforcing positive memories and
calming big feelings.

Special kisses on paper – this
could be a kiss in lipstick pressed
on paper, which your child carries
around with them in their pocket
or bag.

Note in lunch box (if your child is
able to read) – this could be
something like “I love you” or
something special that you love
about them.  If your child is not of
reading age, this could be drawing
for them e.g. heart, fairy, dinosaur.
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